The Model 1680XP is a great machine for light land clearing operations and those operators looking to turn trees, brush, leaves, sawmill residues and pallets into mulch and fuel wood products. This compact machine is easy to transport and makes an excellent machine for regrinding chips into mulch.
Add Utility for Land Clearing and Yard Applications with a Self-Propelled Model 1680XP.

A self-propelled Model 1680XP adds great benefits to all operations in that you can take the machine to the trees in clearing applications, and you can position the machine in yards without the need of an additional towing vehicle. The self-propelled version features the proven Cat 312B undercarriage and a radio remote control that allows an operator feeding the 1680XP to control all functions of the machine.

Electric Powered Machines Reduce Operating Costs in the Right Applications.

In applications where the unit can remain stationary, such as sawmills, pallet recycling, some mulch yards, and biomass plants, electric powered units will significantly reduce energy costs. Bandit has a team to assist in providing the motors, starters and electrical components.

Convert the Model 1680XP to a Productive Chipper to Produce a Screened Chip.

A chipping drum option is available for the Model 1680XP, converting the unit into an effective whole tree chipper, roundwood, and sawmill residue chipper. The chipping head produces a standard ¾-inch chip ideal for the biomass industry. The chipping head is also a great option for converting high-density plastic pipe into recyclable plastic chips. A chipping knife option is also available for the standard grinding head.

The Model 1680 Will Produce a More Uniform Product at a Lower Cost Per Ton or Yard.

Because of the controlled bite produced by a special raker head on each cutterbody, The Beast recycler cuts more than grinds, reducing the shock load to the mill and the entire machine. As a result, fuel consumption per ton of material processed is significantly reduced and the machine will handle larger material without the need for operators to break it apart before processing. With a multitude of teeth to choose from, you can select the system that best fits the material that you are processing and your desired end product.

Bandit has a team to assist in providing the motors, starters and electrical components.

The Model 1680XP is used extensively by:
- Tree Services
- Plastic Recyclers
- Waste Wood Recyclers
- Land Clearing Contractors
- Biomass Energy Producers
- Municipalities and Other Governmental Agencies

It easily processes:
- Stumps
- Logs
- Whole Trees
- Brush
- Net Logs
- Landscape Waste
- Mulch
- Housing Demolition
- Sawmill Waste
- Storm Debris Waste
- Railroad Ties and Telephone Poles
- All Waste Such as Hay, Straw & Cane Grains, Heavy-Walled Plastic Pipes, etc.

AN EXCEPTIONAL MACHINE FOR REDUCING SOLID TREES AND CHUNK WOOD.

Like every one of The Beast recyclers, the 1680XP will reduce solid wood and trees more effectively than the closest rival.
This machine is more versatile and will operate more efficiently because of the unique cutting system and the variety of teeth available.

30’ Discharge Conveyor is Available For Filling Open Top Trailers and Discharges to a Height of Just Under 15’.

The unique, all-steel infeed conveyor and the powerful 20” diameter by 52”-wide “feed wheel yoke efficiently folds and feeds material into the 18” tall by 52”-wide infeed opening.

THE FEED SYSTEM & INFEED CONVEYOR WILL EFFECTIVELY PROCESS A WIDE VARIETY OF MATERIALS.